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About the Mariner
You are reading the Mariner! The greatest free
monthly English-language student newspaper
in France
FREE! and worth every penny.
MONTHLY! or whenever we don’t run out of
money. Entirely funded by the Mirail, who give
us cold hard cash to drink beer and print photos
of monkeys.
ENGLISH! Not just for karaoke and
chatrooms.
STUDENT-run! By students for students.
NEWSPAPER! We have a website, but in our
hearts we know print journalism is the way of
the future.
FRANCE! Because nobody’s perfect.
Find the Mariner in Bat. 31, the English Foyer,
the Arch, the MIE and in trash cans all over
campus.
Want to join the Mariner? Check our Facebook
for info.
Have something to say? Ideas for a story? A
corection? Some hot gossip? A dirty joke? Send
us an email: the.mariner.news@gmail.com
Write poetry? Sorry.

The Mariner is a monthly student newspaper edited
by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan with the help
of Alex Herpe and André C. Valente and proudly
funded by the Université de Toulouse II since 2010.
The Mariner takes its journalistic responsibilities very
seriously. The Mariner’s masthead was designed by
the talented Florent Guth, and other contributors
are credited as they appear. The Mariner would also
like to thank Dave Finkbrau for his help, and all the
Finkbraus that helped in the creation of the Mariner.
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Wrong!

n our January issue, we reported
that Mirail student Emmanuel
Nkisi Etonye had been found
dead. That information was incorrect.
We regret the error.

An autopsy determined that the body
pulled from the Garonne on January
18 belonged to another individual.
Emmanuel, L1 MIASHS, has been
missing since December 20. La Depeche du Midi reported that his cell
phone and credit card had not been
used since that date.
The text of our January article
accurately notes that the body that
was found belonged to Emmanuel
“according to media reports.”

We also correctly quoted the police as
saying there was “strong chance” that
it was Emmanuel, and noted that final
confirmation would be given after an
autopsy.
Nevertheless, the headline of the
article “Missing Mirail Student Found
Dead” did not reflect those caveats. It
was a mistake to print that headline,
especially considering the sensitive
nature of the subject. “Missing Mirail
Student Presumed Dead” would have
been a more responsible choice.

Emmanuel Nkisi Etonye is still missing

said to me directly, it informed my
reporting and gave me, wrongly, the
confidence to choose the headline.
But 99% is not 100% and it was a
serious error to forget that.
While we like to joke around at the
Mariner, we take the responsibility of
reporting accurate information very
seriously. In this case I forgot that
responsibility.

As soon as we were informed by the
Mirail administration of our mistake,
we stopped actively distributing the
newspaper.

We apologize to our readers and
especially to any friends or family
of Emmanuel who were further disWhen I telephoned the Press Rela- tressed by our article.
tions Officer of the National Police Emmanuel is still missing, but we
in Toulouse, asking her to confirm La have hope that he will be found safe
Depeche’s reporting, the officer asked and sound.
me to wait while she spoke briefly
with a colleague. I was able to hear We also thank Valérie Sanchou, Atthe exchange between the two officers taché de direction of the CFVU,
and clearly heard the colleague in the who brought our mistake to our
background say “it’s 99% sure” that attention. We encourage all readers
the body was Emmanuel’s. When the who find mistakes in our reporting
officer came back to me she used the or who disagree with our conclusions
to write to our Harrumph! Letters to
phrase “a strong chance.”
the editor page.
While I did not quote the overheard
-Paul Scanlan, Co-editor
“99% sure” comment, because it was not

Contact the Mariner
the.mariner.news@gmail.com

facebook.com/themarinernews
Twitter: @themarinernews

Read the Mariner online at:
themarinernews.wordpress.com

Hello the Mariner !!

as well (I know pretty much every
good place in Toulouse!)

I'm learning Chinese and was wondering if a Chinese student could help Hope this request will be useful.
me to get back up to a good Chinese
Bonne journée! -Pekka Ramelainen
level.
***
I'm French and would be happy to
Want
to
help
Pekka
learn Chinese?
help with anything in exchange! It
Contact
us
at:
would be a good opportunity to share
culture, good times, food and drinks the.mariner.news@gmail.com

Vox Populi

“What should we name the Resto U?”

By Florian LL, M2 English & Alex Herpe, M1 FLE

The CROUS is running a competition to name the Mirail Restaurant! It’s only
been open a year, so it’s about time, right? You have until March 13
to submit your best idea on the CROUS website. The name “should
have personality, create a positive image, be simple to understand and
easy to read and remember” The winner will receive “a gourmet meal”
and “a prize.”
Visit www.crous-toulouse.fr/ to submit your entry and read their
way-too-complicated 4 page Terms & Conditions. But don’t
worry...they tutoient you, so that means it’s fun!

Ahead of the naming, we decided to ask some students what they would
baptize the RU. Here’s what they said...

Dylan, M1 Modern Literature &
Miguel, Aerospace Superhero:

Dylan: Yeah, March 13th...I saw
that on the TV screen. Damn, the
name of the university restaurant?
“The Gargantua,” from Rabelais...
the man who never stops eating!
We’re at a humanities university
[and] it’s called the first novel in
France.

Diane, L2 LEA English-Chinese:

Dylan: Oh he just raised the bar pretty high. Think of the
Erasmus students! They’ll kill themselves [if it’s a hard to
pronounce name.]

I don’t really have much to say about
the name. I’ve heard people say the
name of the Resto U [should be] “It
Sux.” [Ed. note: Not cool, guys!]

Casse CROUS!”

Miguel: “Le CROUS Croute!” “Le

Axel L1 LEA English-Chinese:

Flunch U – It makes you think of
steak frites and everything.

Florian, L3 History:

A name related to the neighborhood.? I eat there pretty often...
pretty much every day when I have
class. It’s a bit stupid but I’d say
La Bonne Tambouille [because]
it’s not 4 stars but you get a decent
meal there. Or how about Ciel
mon Mirail?

I work at the Resto U. I’ve been
working there for 4 days. I do a bit
of everything: I serve food a bit, do
the dishes. It depends what my boss
wants.

I don’t mind just calling it the “Restaurant Universitaire.” Or
“Mirail Restaurant.” Something simple, because let’s face it,
it’s a university restaurant! There’s no need to go searching
high and low for anything better. It’s not like we’re going to
go around naming the library and all the classrooms.
Axelle M1 English:

I’d probably either call it “The Pandemonium” or “The E.D.” (Eating
Disorder*) in reference to the chaos
of the lines to get to the different
menus. For those who knew the
old RU before it was transformed
into classrooms, you will remember
how each line was well marked and
separated from the rest. Now if
you want to eat, you have to fight
for your space and your food while
hoping nobody is going to knock
your tray over you. The worst time period to eat there is at
the beginning of each year where you can easily stand in line
for an hour before being able to get something! Otherwise,
the food itself is quite good and the price is neat!

Personal Narrative

Karma and kebabs FTW!!!!!1!
the kitchen then
stage-dived off
the wall heater.
Wooooo-hoooO!!
I wish I could
remember
it
looooool!!!! Long
story
short
now I’ve got
no heating and
I’m
freezing
my balls off at
home. I guess I
could get it fixed
but that would
represent a sigDave Finkbrau is the Mariner’s legal advisor. nificant capital
expenditure from
o I throw a party at my place
for my latest stomach pump, I my highly leveraged portfolio. Also:
lost track of the exact number that’s beer money, dude!
Z
now but my friends carve a newLED
Besides, I’m a big believer in karma...
in Amphi 8 every time I get one. P like stuff happens for a reason,
That’s the reason you have friends
y’know? Like a butterfly in Fiji makes
right? ...to tell you what you did last a crazy chain reaction until I’m jumpnight. My buddy Domer brought Fun ing face first in a Christ-pose onto
Kebab for everybody and that’s the lino and my heater’s ripped off
when it got weird. Long story short the wall. I really think I’ve become
Domer said I air guitar-ed my ass a more spiritual person since that
off to the solo of “November Rain” in metro ride.

S

By Dave Finkbrau, L?

Next day, between the beer and Fun
Kebab, I couldn’t feel my fingertips
and door handles looked like tongues.
Awesome! I had to find a way to stay
warm so I went to school. “Yo soy
problem solver,” as they say in Fiji.
So I followed this cute Goth girl into
a classroom. It was the universe that
guided me for sure because the Prof.
wanted us to do a presentation, like,
freestyle. And I just knew I had to
go first...the words just poured out
of me. I told my epic story of the
metro, and the light at the end of
the tunnel, and the clinic, and Fiji and
Fun Kebab, and November Rain and
when I stopped I’d been talking for
like 2 hours, if you count the class
trip to the metro and the group
hugs and that part where I kinda
freaked out because...well, I’m not
totally sure why I freaked out, but
it was cool. Anyway, Professor Birgy
wiped away the tears and said it was
the most honest personal testament
he’d ever heard. WOOOOhOOO!!!
12.5/20!!! So by then it was beer
o’clock. Oh yeah...does anybody have
a pen I can borrow?

Onwards & Upwards with the Arts

Philip Seymour Hoffman: Great Actor Gone Too Soon

A

s a film actor you’ve got to figure
out how to get the character
you’re playing small enough to get
through a tiny lens, yet big enough to fill
the largest screen. The craft consists of
making the right choices, the art consists
of not noticing the craft.”

That’s what Hilary Swank said at the
Academy Award Ceremony in 2006 a few
minutes before she announced that Philip
Seymour Hoffman had won the Oscar
for his mesmerizing performance as the
famous writer in “Capote.” And Swank’s
man on screen was probably in “Almost
speech fit Hoffman so well.
Famous” in which he played the infamous
Few actors today seemed so devoted to rock critic Lester Bangs. I remember his
their performance whether it be a in major character saying to the young wannabe
or a minor role. Hoffman was as intense in rock journalist “be honest and unmerciful.”
“Punch-Drunk Love” as in “The Master,” That is maybe how I would describe his
he just had less time on the screen in the style of acting.
former.
Compared to Hoffman, George Clooney
Some people might remember him as an (with all due respect - they even worked
actor who was especially talented at play- together) looks like he’s playing golf when
ing tortured souls and people filled with he is acting. Playing golf with class and
self-disgust. But he was more than that. grace, but still playing golf. You are not
The first time I saw Philip Seymour Hoff- Cary Grant, sorry George.

By Hugues Marly, L1 History

But let’s get back to dear Phil. Maybe it
was his love for the theater that made him
more powerful than a lot of other actors of
his generation, but I think it was more a
matter of devotion. Whether he portrayed
a con-man, Truman Capote, or a teacher
with a crush on one of his students, he
became the character - from top to bottom,
inside and outside.
Philip Seymour Hoffman didn’t just act.
He even lent his voice to an Australian
animated movie called “Mary & Max”
which showed his great talent at adjusting
his voice. He could have done more great
movies, more classics, but even in a film
that was not so great, Hoffman was one of
the greatest elements in it. Rest in peace
Phil but not too much, keep it intense
whereever you are.
Some of his best performances:
Before The Devil Knows You’re
Dead (Sidney Lumet – 2007)

The 25th Hour (Spike Lee – 2002)
Happiness (Todd Solondz – 1998)

You Can Hack that Shit:

Everyday I’m Hustlin’

Mirail Designer Brings Urban Look
Ric is an Art student at the Mirail. In
2012 he launched his own street wear
label: Lanes Clothing. We spoke to Ric
to find out what it means to be a student
and a designer at the same time

tunics but adapted to a more modern, Mariner: Where can someone buy your
western fashion.
clothes?

Mariner: How do you manufacture the Ric: Well, there aren’t really any shops
clothes? Do you have a contract with a where you can find my label to be honworkshop?
est, I haven’t really managed to get any
stable contracts with any clothes shops yet;
Ric: They’re made in a textile factory in although some stores sell some of my stuff.
Mariner: Tell us a bit about yourself.
Toulouse: I make sketches of the design I
Ric: I’m Ric, I’m 24 and I’m currently want (shape, sizes, etc.) and then I place But you can order them on the internet,
studying Art at le Mirail. I started a clothes an order for a certain number of shirts, on my facebook page at “lanes clothing”
or “lanes apparel.”
label in 2012. I make all
sorts of clothes: shirts, TMariner: Have you ever done any
shirts, caps, hoodies, and
sort of advertising?
even espadrilles. All the
Ric: My clothes have been worn by
clothes I make are made
several celebrities such as Emotion
out of recyclable materials
Lafolie, Wanis or Nooka who are
in order to promote green
Toulouse DJ’s and rappers.
values.
Mariner: On a practical angle, how
Mariner: What’s your
did you get the money to actually cretarget market?
ate the label, make the first clothes,
Ric: My customers are
etc.?
mainly people who seek
Ric: The first investment for sewing
a sort of suburban-urban
the clothes and paying the models
style. Hip-Hop and street
for the photo shoots came from my
culture are a source of
personal savings, which I accumuinspiration. For the photos
lated over several years of hustle.
I take to advertise the
Once I started making some sales,
brand, I try to show the
developing a clientele, it helped me
multiculturalism of France.
raise a bit of money which allowed
I like giving a documentary
me to go to Africa to participate
look to the photos I use for
in some humanitarian activities.
t-shirt printing. The look of
I’m currently working on a project
the product’s very imporwhere, for every Lanes shirt purtant, but I also really focus
chased, I’ll send a T-shirt to African
on quality. It’s important
children. I might eventually extend
that a customer can tell
it to school materials if I can.
that what they’re buying
is a quality product. For
Mariner: Did you go to Africa with
example, the Lanes logo is
an association or people you new who
embroidered on the fabric
were into humanitarian causes?
rather than printed on it,
Ric: No, I actually just went on my
which gives the clothes that
own with my bag. I’ve always been
‘quality’ feel.
interested in Africa, its culture and
Mariner: Did studying art
its inhabitants and I got involved
help you with the design of
in some humanitarian activities
your clothes?
through people I met there. I helped
Ric: My art studies didn’t Lanes has a range of fashionable urban wear for discerning men and women with children in schools and all. It
was a really enriching experience.
really help me strictly speaking with the design of my
clothes. That comes from my imagination T-shirts, etc.
really - although it allowed me to meet
some people: photographers, graphic Mariner: Was your age ever a problem to
designers, who I might collaborate with get contracts or did it help in any way?
on future projects.
Ric: Well, it’s not exactly helpful, in fact
Mariner: So you imagine the design of your it is not really an advantage at all: some
businesses tend to doubt you, they have
clothes, how does that work?
trouble believing in you and your projects.
Ric: Well I try to make them original, I You also need to be extra careful not to
wouldn’t like my clothes to be exactly get scammed. Because you’re young some
Visit the Lanes Facebook pages,
the same as what everyone is wearing. people think you’re gullible and they try
it’s worth it:
For instance, I came up with a concept to rip you off. Sometimes you really have
facebook.com/lanes apparel
of collarless shirts to give them a certain to fight to get the work done at the right
originality and exoticism. They’re inspired price.
facebook.com/lanes clothing
by African and North-African traditional

“Erasmus” ...It’s European for “Beer”

How to Spend all your Money in Birmingham

By Alice Clapié, L2 LLCE

society fair starts in a bit! You take the
61 in New Street. “One ticket please” The
driver replies :“£2” - Do not trust him, the
single ticket costs £1.30 (1,50€) The £2
(2,40€) is for a round trip ticket. Run up
the stairs to sit at the front of the bus on
the top deck. On the bottom deck of the
bus 50% of the time people are smoking –
magine your first day in Birmingham, and I do not mean Vogue cigarettes – the
England’s second biggest city. It’s other 50% of the time they are listening to
drizzling down rain, but the sun might music – and I mean without headphones.
make an appearance in a few minutes. Red
double-deck buses are everywhere...Here So you finally arrive at Uni and you are at
the Society Fair: lots of people, lots of
you are!
noise, lots of music, lots of societies. Yes,
You will be sharing a house in Selly Oak there are very impressive bling bling stylish
with the following characters:
blond fashionistas who can just hold you
1. a 24-year-old Londoner with the mental off from their stand with just a glare.
age of 5. He plays the electric guitar all day Saved by a zombie from the fashionista you
long (Hendrix, AC/DC, the
Stones), asks you to make
him hot chocolate with
marshmallows and crashed
his car twice in a month.
Mirail has an Erasmus exchange with
Birmingham, UK. In 2013 nine students left Toulouse to do a year abroad
there. Being one of them I can assure
you that you definitely can spend all
your money in Birmingham.

I

2. A postgraduate geologist
from Scotland/Kent whose
accent is… complex. Predictably she never cleans
the kitchen or fills the
dishwasher, thus building amazing mountains
of brown and red crusted
dishes. You imagine her
playing with mud in her bed
room. Eventually you figure
out she is unaware the house
even had a dishwasher.

was but you paid £5 (6€) to join it and you
leave the place happier than ever to spend
a year in a British university.

Beep beep. You’ve just received a text from
that cute guy from the Writer’s Bloc Society: “Up to party at the Custard Factory
tonight?” Of course you are.

Um, what the hell is the Custard Factory?
You soon find out. Located in Digbeth, the
artists’ and skaters’ area, the Custard Factory is an old custard factory (surprising!)
which has been renovated to hold parties.
Digbeth is the place if you like to party
in old warehouses – and who doesn’t? The
Rainbow may be the most popular of them.
Entry is £5-£20 (25€) depending on the
event.
By now it’s 4 am, time
to hail a mini-cab for
the ride back home to
Selly Oak. The taxis
will cost you £10 (12€)
pounds if you’re alone
so why not split it with
your new friends? Oh
and don’t forget to
make sure you agree
on the price before the
driver starts the vehicle,
rips offs are common,
especially when you’re
new in town.

Home sweet home, you
made it. Congrats! You
survived your first day
in Birmingham. As you
3. A studious human resleepily say good night
sources major you never see.
to the rat, you reflect
you only spent half the
4. A rat. Yes, a rat. He just
money you have for the
moved in. He is a bit shy but
The
Custard
Factory
offers
the
best
in
nighttime
entertainment.
Photo:
Alice
next
month. .. and you
you definitely consider him
don’t even smoke!
your brother.
discover that the Zombie vs. Aliens sociYou feel you got a pretty great deal. But ety is way too dangerous for you after an
How to Get into a Fight
you’re hungry and the dish situation is Alien just ran aggressively over you with
in Birmingham
more than you can deal with now.
a vintage colorful plastic sort of bazooka
1. Make fun of their accent: Brummie is
You head to the Arcadian neighborhood yelling something which sounds like, “Get cute, funny and ‘allroyght’ after all! “Don’t
out
of
my
way
human
being!”
downtown. The most famous part is
bawl babby if you scrage your knee!”
Chinatown. Do not go on appearances, it Too geeky for you? You’re a cinema fan? A
doesn’t look very Asian from outside, but drama queen? A hiker? Bookworm? You 2. Judge Birmingham girls on what they
inside...let’s discover all you ever wanted are fond of African dance? A freestyle wear. Yes, they dress like if it was party
to know about China, Korea, Japan, Laos, skier? You like politics and love to debate? time in Rio de Janeiro even in sub-zero
Thailand, Quebec and France??? Anyway, Dreamed of doing historical reconstruc- temperatures. And they will CUT YOU
there’s good food in there. For a first tion? A Harry Potter fan maybe? Whatever if you have a problem. Also: they’re nice.
try, why not test the Shanghai Shanghai you are there is a society for you (or maybe 3. Go to the Wednesday Bar Crawl or the
restaurant? Enjoy a sort of Medusa Soup 20, the selection has been hard for some of Freshers’ Parties at the Guild without a
which looks like giant gluey fluorescent us). God you’re over the place.
costume. If they’re drunk - and they defigreen spaghetti in broth. Eat your tasty
nitely are - people will wonder what you
Asian meal under a starry sky just like at Fortunately, someone comes to introduce are doing there. This will not end well.
you
to
the
‘Writer’s
Bloc
Society’
–
forgot
Hogwarts. This one’s more electric than
to mention, it is a very cute guy – You then 4. Go to a house party without bringing
magic, but still not bad.
get his phone number and you’ve totally your own bottle. Drink other people’s
It is 2 pm. Whoa! Time to go to uni, the forgotten what the Writer’s Bloc Society booze. This will not end well.

I Did it Myyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy Way

Goodbye, Mirail!
Why I Decided to Leave the Fac.

S

by Rachel C. Mariam, formerly L2 Art History

o here it is. The time has come for me
to say good bye to the good ol’ Mirail.
After three years spent in this oh-soparticular university, I’m hitting the road
for greener pastures. But those three years
have been awesome.

It’s the place I met my group of friends
(thanks to the English Foyer btw), and I’ve
got to say sometimes it feels like we’re out
of a sitcom. You’ve got the gay guy, the
strong couple, the girl that seems serious
but is actually cray-cray and me, who used
to be the eternally single one with funny,
awkward stories about the guys she met.
It’s also the place I ditched class many
times during my first year. Basically, it’s
where I lived those past years. Let’s say
that I have a soft spot for this college. I’m
sure many of us do. But at some point, you
have to ask yourself “what’s next?” and for
me what’s next was not here.

My first year I chose LLCE, more or less
at random. I knew how to speak English
so it seemed to be the easiest thing to do.
I really had no idea of what I wanted to
do with my life. I only knew I really didn’t
want to be a teacher. And let’s be honest,
95% of the students in English will be
teachers. So wrong way for me!
I had art history as my option during the
first year. My teacher was Mr. Mange. His
classes were great and fascinating. And
on top of that I’ve always been passionate
about Egyptology so I decided to reorient
in art history.
I found it interesting but not as fascinating
I thought it’d be. One disappointment:
Egyptology is completely non-existent in
the syllabus. Shame on you, Mirail!

After a first semester working my ass off,
I got disappointing grades and thought
of quitting. I spent my second semester
not doing much. But at the last moment,
I realized I didn’t know what else to do
so I studied and I only just got accepted
in L2. So there I was, September 2013.
Showing up to the classes as an unstoppable conqueror. Well that didn’t last long.

Let me set the scene: it was a fresh but
sunny Friday morning, it’s 8.30 am and
I have a Prehistoric Art class. I’m in my
chair liking the class and the teacher but
also having this unpleasant feeling I’m
wasting my time. That’s when I realized
it’s time to stop fooling myself. I’m not
gonna make it to L3 because I simply don’t
want to.

else around me. I’m kind of impulsive so as
soon as I realize I’m not where I should be
I have the bad habit of quitting right away
and leaving. Well that’s what I did: the
academic walk of shame under the judging
eyes of 30 people. Ouch.

The fac and I just weren’t meant to be. Photo : DOSI

fashion was something I do in my everyday life. Not dressing myself (duh) cause
everybody has to get dressed (except those
naturist dudes). But more like creating
clothes, I spend a lot of time imagining
what kind of piece I would make, which
cut or fabric I’d use, picking up ideas from
Dear Mr. Valdeyron, it’s not your fault I everywhere and everyone. But since I draw
walked out of the room - your classes are like a two year old, being a fashion designer
rad.
was not for me. I only knew I wanted to
I’ve got to say it took some time deciding work in the fashion field.
to quit college to go do what I really wanted After spending a few hours at the DOSI,
going over all the files about the field I
want to work in, talking to a guidance
counselor named Olivier (thanks dude),
I found a job that mixes marketing and
creation: development director of fashion
products. I’ll do a BTS MUC, then a 1
year “Marketing Manager” professional
diploma, to get into a fashion marketing
school in Paris called Mod’ Spé to do a
to. All my childhood I heard my parents 1 year Product Manager degree, then
repeating that college was extremely im- finally get to the Development Director of
portant so I never really thought of other Fashion Products degree in another year.
ways to build a life or career, which made Phew. It’s a lot of steps, but for the first
me waste some time I guess. College was time I have a project that actually fulfills
like a safety net for me. It gave me the me. So that’s a pretty pleasant feeling. It
feeling of going somewhere even though took some time and energy to start all
I kind of knew I wasn’t. It reassured my over after three years of college, doing
father and also me. It was win-win at that something completely different, and I’ll
time. But at some point you need to build probably be in class with people who were
a life for yourself, not for others. So I came born in 1995 next year, but whatever, it’ll
out about me leaving college and I kind of be worth it.
felt like some people were like “Oh, it was
too hard for her, she’s going to end up at
McDonald’s…”

I did the academic
walk of shame
under the judging
eyes of 30 people

So the struggle begins… leave now and get Well I won’t. I took some time to make a
out of there? Or stay until the end of the list of what I like, where my strengths and
class to pretend I’m a good girl, who’s weaknesses lie. Naturally, I got to see that
passionate about art history like everyone

We Are the World

Miraillement Grand Wants You!

New Association Aims for Fac-Quartier Solidarity, Eco-Awareness

By Caroline Pain, L2 Bilingual History

T

here’s a brand new association you
might be interested in, called
Miraillement Grand. And they’re
looking for volunteers.

launched. “We were disappointed that they
was so few people from the neighborhood,”
explains Jordan, “but on the other hand
we’re the only ones to blame. Setting up
this festival was a huge thing for us, and
Miraillement Grand has three main goals: as it was the first time it was hard to deal
bringing together the Mirail’s student with everything. But we were still willing
associations, strengthening the links to continue this experience.”
between the Mirail and the surrounding
neighborhood, and, third, celebrating this One focus for the student associations
by putting on the 2nd annual Art’éfac involved with Miraillement Grand is to
eco-festival at the beginning of the next secure a foyer for each department - someacademic year. Organizers had the idea thing the new architectural plans for the
for the association December and today university reconstruction do not currently
they are still waiting for approval from the make allowance for.
university administration.
The first step was
meeting with the
existing Mirail associations, both at
the university and
in the neighborhood “No one from
the neighborhood
came. It was not
surprising,” explains
Jordan Samson, one
of the organizers.
“They didn’t know
us. How would they
be interested in a
few students willing
to create a link with them?”

But work has already begun with the
student association SÉMÉLÉ which created constructed a vegetable garden inside
the university and where Mirail inhabitants often come. The neighborhood épicerie
sociale would like to make inhabitants feel
welcome inside the university. They have
given out CIAM programs to locals and
also organize weekly family workshops
which a few families already came to. The
purpose is not to support them, but to create a link thanks to which both students
and inhabitants could share.
The inspiration for Miraillement Grand
was born out of Art’éfac which took place
in October 2013. Organized by the Mirage association of the Geography foyer,
Art’éfac was a weekend-long festival featuring workshops, live music and theatrical
performances. The festival was a way to
welcome new students at the rentrée and
encourage eco-friendly behavior, as well as
promoting similar goals to Miraillement
Grand’s.

Even if the results of the festival were only
partly satisfying for the staff, they realized that a bigger organization had to be
created to perpetuate the dynamic it had

Get involved!
Miraillement Grand is
looking for new members or volunteers
Get in touch:
miraillementgrand@gmail.com

Left: A concert at Art’éfac in October Right: The Miraillement Grand team.

Gaïa - Portrait of a
Volunteer

By Romain Sicard, L1 Psycho

If you’re looking for information about
the Art’éfac eco-festival, which was
held in October 2013 on campus, or
about Miraillement Grand, the association which is trying to keep the spirit of
the festival, it’s not hard to find. Go to
the Geography Foyer. You will probably
meet Gaïa, and many other interesting
people.
Gaïa is a geography student at the
Mirail. Talkative, helpful, very cheerful,
she is an active member of Miraillement
Grand, which aims to build cooperation
between the university community and
the Mirail neighborhood via concerts,
cooking, workshops and homework assistance. Interested in associations and
volunteering for quite a long time, when
she heard about “Miraillement Grand”
it seemed a great opportunity.

She had already been to a few festivals
which has inspired her to become a
volunteer. Her first ever festival as a
volunteer was Art’éfac last October.

So Gaïa can explain its different activities: capoeira, theater, music gigs. She
can also describe her personal impressions, as a volunteer, of the festival: “It
was great! I remember the part when
a single volunteer was entertaining
the people around him by singing and
playing music. The funny thing was that
all the people that were watching were
actually volunteers themselves.” That’s
why she felt a little like she was in a
volunteer-only festival.
Overall, she seemed very glad and she
would love to do it again. But next
time, she thinks that the staff could
be a little bit more organized, because
we can always be more organized! Of
course, she would love to attract even
more people, especially the locals from
around the University, which is one of
the main purpose of the Art’éfac festival
and Miraillement Grand.

Whose Vagina is it Anyway?

¿dónde está la clínica de aborto,
por favor?
Spain Getting All Up in Las Señoritas Bizness

by Laure Malorgio, M1 English,
Mariner Women’s Bureau Chief
want to. And that’s totally ok.

A

bill to ban abortion, except
in ‘extreme cases’ was
recently introduced in the
Spanish Parliament. This is not only
a huge step backwards for Spain, a
country that – except for the Franco
era – has been a pioneer in women’s
rights, but is also a blow to women’s
struggle for freedom and equality
worldwide.

Take a look at your own childhood, all
of the diapers you joyfully covered in
half-digested milk, all the nights you
spent screaming your lungs out, and
imagine the same situation if your
mother did not have a choice - if all
of that was forced on her. Not to mention the up to eight hours it can take a
midwife to painfully extract that thing
(you) from her uterus. That can only be
the bearer’s own, free choice.

The new bill by the conservative
Minister of Justice Alberto RuizGallardón would outlaw abortion
except if 2 doctors certify an undefined physical or mental health
risk for the pregnant woman or if
the latter was raped AND pressed
charges against the rapist(s).
Considering the psychological and
social difficulty even to admit one
has been sexually assaulted, and the
fact that after 12 weeks, abortion
is not permitted anymore, regardless of the circumstances, getting
such an operation in a safe hospital
environment will become much
tougher.

The previous Socialist government
passed the 5th of July 2010 law,
which legalized abortion up to 14
weeks of pregnancy, or 22 in the case of a
health risk for the woman or the fetus. The
new bill would in many ways represent a
return to the old 1985 law (article 417 bis)
where women had to justify their case for
an abortion. However the new bill is even
more restrictive: a risk that the child will

The future of Spanish women’s health? Photo: Laure

be born with a deformity is not by itself,
grounds for an abortion.
But guess what ? Women don’t chose to
have an abortion only because it’s fun,
but also because they may estimate that
they cannot possibly raise a child in good
conditions, or simply because they may not

The anti-abortion bill was approved by
the Council of Ministers on on Dec
20, 2013 and the final vote should be
taken this spring. In response protests
have drawn huge crowds across Spain,
where 86% of people believe abortion
should be a right. On the 1st of February this year, demonstrations against
this roll back of women's rights in a
major EU member took place in cities
across Europe. In Toulouse between
600 and 3 million people, depending
on the estimate, protested in support of
Spanish opponents of Ruiz-Gallardón’s
law.

If the anti-abortion supporters succeed,
well, many women will have to go back
to good old knitting needle or coat hangers
for home-made miscarriages. Oh well, a
lot of them will die or become sterile in
the process, which should lower both the
number of unwanted pregnancies and the
number of abortions – that way everyone
will be happy. Right?

advertisement

Can we become superheroes? Join me and find out!
I am looking for committed crime-fighters.
Nowadays, crime rules our lives. Every day
the media shows us images of big cities
overrun by drug trafficking, gang-run prostitution, and teenage murder victims. Do
you seriously think Gotham or Metropolis
are just fictional inventions? Do you feel safe
in our city? Do you think a massive police
crackdown is the solution? Me neither. I’ve
got a better idea...and it’s so crazy it just
might work.
I have a proposal: let’s become superheroes.
I am launching a fund to finance a secret
project called “X.” It will create a real Batman, and a sort of Iron Man (I really dislike
that guy, but anyway.)

Here are some of the problems we need to
deal with:

Superpower Development: Radiation could
be the easiest way to change our genes. It
could be nuclear, gamma or some weird
unidentified extraterrestrial radiation. If we
can't become invisible, read minds, or fly,
the only solution will be our own willpower.
And a lot of money. The perfect superhero
costume doesn’t come cheap: bulletproof
clothes (3290€), pneumatic grapple-rifle
(by Battelle, price unknown), armored car
(Audi reinforces your car for 700€) or martial arts lessons (1548€ in a Toulouse Club.)
Costumes: Men and women saving the
world in underpants just looks stupid. I
want us to have incredible powers, but not
dress in horrible tights.

Criminal response: Expect our superhero
efforts to be met with resistance by our
enemies. I predict the growth of a criminal
organization to counter our work. And
where is the border between criminal behavior and superhero vigilante justice? The
answer might be in Spiderman comics or
Batman films. We will have to study these
carefully.

—Brice, L2 History
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mariner
20 fucking issues!

very proud to say we made it to our 20th issue. And not only because we won the bet we had
We’re
going with Nelson Mandela about who would die first. (Suck it, Madiba! You owe us 2€.)

We were threatened with closure before we ever wrote a word, which we always thought was pretty cool.
Since then we’ve had over 50 Mirail students write articles and have given away over 25 000 newspapers,
only 20% of which went directly into the trash. We also threw the UFR’s first beach party, where we
dumped a tonne of sand and gave away free beer. Free-ish. And we’re still, we’re pretty sure, the only
student paper of our kind in France. Achieved!

The Four
Questions We’re
Always Asked

As we look to Issue 21 and beyond, you have our sincere promise that it’ll be all downhill from here.

Are there Mariner groupies?

First Mariner
Revealed!

As you know, student journalism is the new rock
'n roll. (Which was the new fashion, which,
of course, was the new rock 'n roll.) We don't
like to brag about the hedonistic excesses of the
student newspaper lifestyle, but let's put it this
way: heard of the Led Zeppelin “mud shark”
story? Around Mariner HQ we call that a quiet
Monday night.
What have you got against poetry?

Fact: Nobody, nowhere, at no time in history
has ever written a poem worth reading. Poetry
is like a Tim Burton movie: even when it’s good,
it’s still pretty bad.

Above: detail from issue 1 of the Mariner. The
Inscription Administratif definitely used to be
more complicated.

May say on onglay?

We hear this question a lot when we're handing
out copies of the paper. Our research suggests
that it is some kind of ritualistic invocation of
the Inuit i'noGo tied, a protection amulet made
from blubber encased in seal fur. Perhaps a way
for believers to give thanks for receiving the
Mariner and supplicate Amaguq, the trickster
wolf god.

The debut issue of the Mariner was hand-glyphed
onto the finest Egyptian papyrus.

Does this answer your question...

•

Why is it called “The Mariner”?

Highlights included:
•

•
•
•
•

Mariners taming the raging Garonne, 2010

•

An article about the joys of doing Erasmus in
Provincia Britannia
Far more dog-headed people than the paper
has today. About the same amount of monkeys.
Complaints about the new pyramid being
sub-standard.
Why is there no fucking soap in the bathrooms?
(Well, that hasn’t changed.)

A pretentious editorial about freedom of speech
that nobody read.

Armando writing about a charming YouTube
video documenting an unlikely love story
between a monkey and a frog.

A not-very-offensive picture that several people
decided to get offended about.

museum

Famous Mariner Readers Through History

Clockwise from top left: Alexander brought the
Mariner to Asia. Even today “Amrinah” remains a
common name for student newspapers throughout
the Hindu Kush/Napoleon frequently wrote whiny,
letters to our Harrumph! page. We were, he said,
unfairly critical of “that whole Russia thing.”/The
unofficial paper of the Black Power movement/
Mariner editor invited in for a friendly chat with
the D.ang/Now available at the Sofitel/In many US
prisons, the Mariner serves as a form of currency:
5 copies will buy a bottle of toilet wine, 10 will get
your enemy stabbed with a sharpened toothbrush.
Bieber later used his copy as toilet paper, which,
frankly, is fair.

Fight the Power

Talking Turkey, 9 Months After Taksim
Is Turkey’s government using religion as a cover for corruption? Experts say this could be world first.
By Batu Aslan, M1 Psycho,
Mariner Asia Minor Bureau Chief

to a government bill seeking to shut its
schools the whole infrastructure of the
judiciary and the police forces, trained in
Gülen’s schools, has turned against AKP.
The AKP members’ corrupt practices that
until now were ignored have become the
subject of serious investigations. The
resulting revelations of AKP corruption
make me think that the Allah that they
don’t stop mention could only refer to
Money.
Originally from Istanbul, Batu is a
student at the Mirail

6 Questions for
a Gezi Protestor
Çağla, 24, is a Masters student in
political philosophy at a university in
Istanbul. She agreed to answer our
questions about the 2013 Gezi Park
protests, which she participated in.

Piss off Erdoğan

L

ast year many young Turks of my
generation protested at Taksim
Square against the creeping Islamization under Prime Minister Recep
Tayyip Erdoğan. Now Erdoğan is facing
an even bigger threat, ironically from
his Islamist former allies. The crisis has
exposed how the AKP’s “moral” agenda
is really just a cover for corrupt business
practices.
There’s a real division in
Turkey. From the beginning of Atatürk’s secular
republic “religious people”
have felt discriminated
against. Now that they are
richer, better educated and
in power, a sort of desire
for revenge has surfaced:
the others shall suffer.

night clubs handing out head scarves to
women when they leave.

Erdoğan’s speeches contain anti-abortion
ideas, insulting remarks about Atatürk’s
taste for raki (Turkish pastis.) Lots of
my friends have a roommate of the other
sex, which never used to be a problem.
But in the last couple of years Erdoğan
has started to criticize it in his speeches.

I have the growing impression that the
AKP uses Islamic themes
as red herrings while
liberalizing the booming
construction industry. Bids
for the construction of villas
and skyscrapers are often
only open to the sons and
cousins of AKP bigwigs.
Controversially, Istanbul’s
last surviving forests are
being cut down to make way for planned
third bridge on the Bosphorus. (Thanks,
French engineers.)

The AKP uses
Islamic
themes as
red herrings

Recently women won the right to wear
the religious head scarf in the public
service, including in the National Assembly. This might not be a bad thing if
women who don’t wear the scarf didn’t
fear being discriminated against in the
future.

On a superficial level women have found
a way to cope with it. My friend Kudret
now wears a head scarf while driving
home at night after a few drinks, because
the police won’t stop her car to check if
she’s had alcohol! I’ve even heard about

But Erdoğan may now be facing a bigger
challenge than the Taksim protests. He
recently declared war on a long-term
ally, the powerful religious community
known as the “Service” or Gülen movement. Named after the community’s
leader Fetullah Gülen, a weird old dude
who lives in Pennsylvania, Gülen aims to
create an Islamic elite, notably through
its network of private schools. In response

1. We heard about the demonstrations last
year. What’s the situation now?

There is a new media code, which basically aims to control all the activities on
internet. Last week, a big demonstration
took place in Taksim, but it was not
huge like the Gezi Protests. There are
municipal elections in 4 months. I think
the political climate may change after
that.
2. Why were you protesting? Did you win
any concessions from the Government?

The demonstrators were not homogenous
and that was the best thing for us. We
were all amazed that such different
people could stand together. That is why,
the best way to illustrate our purpose is
to say “we wanted to be taken seriously”
by Prime Minister Erdoğan. You know,
it all started because the only park in
Taksim was going to be turned into a
shopping mall. The absurdity of this
claim was so obvious that we all saw the
degree of which the PM’s stubbornness.
Because he could not back down, even
in such a stupid case. At that point, we
saw the urgency of coming together, to
stand against this totalitarian situation.
And yes, we won Gezi Parkı at the end.
3. What’s your best memory of the protests?

All the time I spent in the park and
around, including Istiklal Street, these
were unforgettable moments for me.

Fight the Power

Birds

One for the Homies

By Pigeon Fancier, Mariner Paris Bureau Chief

M

uch ink continues to be spilled heralding
the arrival of Big Data, the glut of information that’s supposed to change life as
we know it. For now, at least, the applications of
vast data-mining operations appear limited mainly
to marketing campaigns and NSA spying. Until
Big Data finds a way to make real progress – to
eradicate mosquitoes or eliminate the wait at the
Prefecture – let us celebrate one of the real heroes
of data transmission: homing pigeons.

There were no police officers at all,
and that was really amazing, given
that I had spent most of my life in
the area and not seen it like that. I
remember once standing alone and
trying to register every thing in my
mind in all its detail, so that I could
remember that for the rest of my life.
4. What’s your worst one?

The day when the area around the
park was taken by the police, there
were still so many people there, and
some of them were my friends. The
magistrate of Istanbul said that families should call their children to leave
the park, so that only the “radical”
ones would stay, and that the police
could take care of them. That night
was not the easiest one for me.
5. How has life changed for young
westernized Turks?

I am sorry but westernized is a very
unfortunate term here.
Honestly, it has nothing
to do with being westernized. It was not about even
democracy. It was a negation
movement to prevent PM
from believing in his omnipotence. If the question is:
what changed after protests,
then I can list several things.
Though they were protesting for diverse reasons, they
eventually came together. That was a
great moment, because they learned
that they should not listen to each
others story from elsewhere. In other
words, people understood that the
media was totally controlled and only
tells us what the government wants
us to hear. That is how people started
to empathize with Kurdish people
for example. LGBT groups had a
great appearance, feminist discourse
had its place so that even the most
sexist people (including some of my
friends) started to pay attention to

These little avian compasses are marvels of nature.
They can be released up to 1,800 km away from
their loft and still find their way home. And while
scientists may have discovered the Higgs boson,
they remain puzzled as to how homing pigeons
Istikal Street during the protests
make it back to the coop. They were long thought
their language. Personally, I believe to rely on either their sense of smell or the earth’s
that it helped to calm down the PM,
though in an indirect way. His reputation in the international arena has
been damaged, and he is not as arrogant in his speeches. Furthermore,
this awakening in terms of the media
still continuing, and hopefully, we
will have fresh media at some point.
6. What ‘s the most important thing
for young Europeans to understand
about the protests or about what’s
happening in Turkey now?

I want to emphasize that it was not
a protest of secular and Kemalist
people against Islamic rule. Yes,
some relatively old people who supported the protests but did not show
up in the park, were Kemalists with
a strong stance against an Islamic
government. Some of them may
even have aspirations for a militaryled coup d’état against the AKP
government. But,
that was not the
leading force of the
protests. Actually,
we all admit that
without the protesting experience of
so called “radical”
leftist groups, we
couldn’t have done
anything. Not to
mention, of course,
the crucial role of Beşiktaş fans [An
Istanbul soccer club -Ed.], who had
a great role in the story of the Gezi
Park protests. So, if I should say
one sentence to young Europeans, I
would say: “Please don’t think that
it was a fight for freedom from bad,
anti-modernist, anti-West, Islamist
people: It was more against a oneman rule.” No-one would like to be
stereotyped.

People
learned they
should...
listen to each
other’s story

G.I Joe gave a short speech upon receiving his medal

magnetic field, but according to a new study
published last year, they may actually navigate
using low-frequency sounds.

Carrier pigeons featured in both World Wars,
with a number of fowl distinguishing themselves
in the line of duty. One such bird was Cher Ami,
a blue check hen that saved the lives of nearly 200
US soldiers under heavy friendly fire in October
1918, by managing to deliver a message (“FOR
HEAVENS SAKE PLEASE STOP IT”) to
those doing the firing, despite having taken shots
to the breast and leg.

In 1943, during the Second World War, the
United Kingdom created the Dickin Medal to
recognize the bravery of animals. Scotch Lass,
Flying Dutchman, Commando and 29 other
carrier pigeons received the honor for their aerial
heroics. One recipient of the medal named G.I.
Joe flew 20 miles in 20 minutes to deliver a crucial
message that prevented at least 100 Allied soldiers
from being bombed by their own planes.
The last existing carrier pigeon unit was disbanded
by the Swiss army in 1996, but fear not, you too
can be as cool as celebrity pigeon fanciers Elvis
Presley, Mike Tyson, and fictional samurai hit
man Ghost Dog! Pigeon fancy is alive and well
in southern France. Visit the L’Entente Colombophile Midi-Pyrénée website to start spreading
your wings (and for a swinging jazz soundtrack).
Find out more at www.pigeonvoyageur.fr

Third World Living

Love
it
or
Haiti
Observations from an enigmatic land

I

n Haiti it’s not uncommon for roads,
places, people or things to have various
appellations. The street we live in has
three names: Av John Brown, la Panamericaine, and whatever it is called by the
people from the slums surrounding it. The
Nazon is also referred to as the Martin Luther King and Av Jean Paul 2 as Turgeau.
In recent months, streetlights have been a
welcome addition and the city somehow
managed to stop people from stealing the
manhole covers. Gaping holes, a profusion of street vendors and almost complete
darkness made for a jolly ride in the streets

gourdes that’s 5 Haitian dollars, or 0.5 US
dollar. When Haitians look at a note in
gourdes, some don’t even see what is written on it, they recognize the color and the
size and know how much it is in Haitian
Dollars. It’s crazy confusing. 50% of the
population can’t read. Nearly all of them
are quite efficient in basic arithmetic.

The other day I was meant to see my friend
Wilkinson at the Institut Français. It is
hard to tell if people use their first or last
name, I know a Bismark and a Nixon, for
instance, and they call me Mr Sylvain. We

By Sylvain, LLCE English, 2008
Mariner Caribbean Bureau Chief
like Beaubrun, accustomed to the heat and
pollution usually ride in Tap-taps, colorful
customized pick up trucks with stuff like
“gloire au seigneur” or Celine Dion’s face
painted on them. A ride usually costs 20
gourdes whereas a moto taxi can go as high
as 100. A “boite mangé ”, a take out meal,
costs 150 gourdes.
I don’t ride in Tap-taps, every day I walk
down a long concrete staircase that takes
me from where I live straight into the Lycée Français where I teach English. After
the 2010 earthquake, or Goudougoudou,

Scenes from Haiti. Left: Riding on the roof of a crowded Tap-tap. Right: Adieu Brad Pit. Photo Credit: Sylvain

of Port-Au-Prince. Things have improved
needed to talk about theater workshop
but it can still be confusing to ask a moto
ideas, and of course I was waiting for him.
taxi to take you somewhere precise, even
It turned out someone else named Beaubif you can speak Creole.
run had been waiting for him
Almost as puzzling as locating
all morning too, though Beauyourself on a map is managing
brun didn’t seem that bothered
to pay for an item. A variety
by it. Wilkinson, when he did
of currencies is available here
arrive, asked if Beaubrun and I
: the Haitian gourde, the US
knew each other. I said we had
dollar and the Haitian dolnever met before but my new
lar. There is no such thing as
acquaintance simply replied,
the Haitian Dollar. It is an
“Not really.” A way of saying
imaginary currency, a throwno without really saying it,
back to the time when the US
leaving open a realm of posdollar was worth 5 gourdes.
sibilities. I asked him if “not
Somehow the concept stuck even after the really” and “no” were the same in Creole.
Gourde was floated in 1989. Haitians were He smiled and said, “Not really.”
so used to the 5 to 1 ratio that they kept
You get used to the waiting around since
on using it; they will often quote a price
clearly there is no avoiding it. We’ve sat
in Haitian dollars rather than gourdes, the
through traffic jams that turned 8 minute
official currency. One US dollar is about
drives to the embassy into solid 1.5 hour of
40 gourdes now, so if a banana costs 25
“What the hell am I doing here?” Students

In Haiti,
things as
large as
camps full
of people
can vanish.

campsites were set up around town and
one of them had sprouted next to the
school’s football field. 3 years later, kids
would still come near the wire fence to
watch the students play against the other
international schools and ask for a few
gourdes in return for fetching the ball
when it got kicked over the fence.
But it’s 2014, the camp is gone and I never
saw it disappear. In Haiti, things as large
as camps full of people can vanish. Not
overnight, but unnoticed.

A program from city hall offered people
US$500 to leave on their own accord.
Those who did get the money maybe ended
up swelling the ranks of various shanty
towns slowly munching at the hills surrounding Port-Au-Prince. Some camps
were simply evacuated by the police. More
than 400 remain. Several names around
here, several realities.
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Horoscopic Divination

Aries

March 21 - April 19

p

You may have to leave
a party early this
month with wet pants
or maybe dinner on
your shirt. Or not...
who knows, you might be
one of those boring Aries.
Taurus

April 20 - May 20

Highlight of the
month: you’ll finally
be noticed. Lowlight
of the month: You’ll be
seduced by a Leo.
Gemini May 21 -June 20

It’s O.K.to have sex with
your
Doppleganger.
Same sex copulation
with an exact duplicate
of yourself can be a fun
& rewarding experience
for the both of you. Be
forewarned you must
kill the doppleganger
before it decides to murder
you and take your place.

Cancer

June 21 -July 22

You failed your exams
for sure. Doesn’t matter... You will find
true love. Even if they
criticize everything
about you.

~The Blind Palmist~

Famed From The Borneo to the Yukon
For Uncanny Knowledge
~He is an Expert not a Novice~
Sagittarius
Leo

July 23 -Aug. 22

		

Highlight of the
month: A Taurus
will believe everything you say.
Lowlight of the
month: they’re 		
clingy.
Virgo

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

Why not convince your
teacher you deserve a
better grade by leaving
a note on the windshield
of their car? Call them at
home and contact them
via social media. Knock at
their door at night when
you’re sure they’ll be home. Enter their house
by an open window, leave dried flowers as
a subtle, winning gesture. Your efforts will
not go unnoticed.

August 23 -Sept. 22

It’s the perfect time
for a clean, swift
break-up with
your significant
other, parents,
job, school.

Capricorn

Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

Fuck you, Capricorn.

Libra

Sept. 23 -Oct. 22

Don’t get in involved in financial
matters
with
those close to you
this month. Your
friends would slit
your throat for $5

Aquarius

Jan. 20 - Feb. 18

You’ve been drunk for
six months straight,
Aquarius. Keep up
the good work!

Scorpio

Pisces

You think that
your
dangerous
sexuality
will
impress people. In
fact, nobody cares.

Try living like an
Aquarius for a bit.
Or a Capricorn.
People will like you
more.

Oct. 23 -Nov. 21

Feb. 19 - March 20

Journamalism
You Can Hack that Shit:

Want to become a journalist?

A

by Caroline Pain, L2 Bilingual History

re you curious, adventurous, and
like talking to people and discovering new things? You must be dying
to become a journalist then! But careful
son, there might be more to it than you
think. Being a journalist may seem really
cool, but the path to your dream job is a
lot less sexy than the job itself.
First thing to know: French journalism
schools only recruit at Bac+3, which means
you have to do something during those
three years. So don’t drop out of the Mirail
just yet. Hang in there.

Secondly, even with a Bac+3 degree, getting admitted into one of those journalism schools is still not easy. The average
admission rate to the 13 journalism schools
in France is as low as 5%. At the École
de journalisme de Toulouse (EJT), 450
candidates fight for 35 spots.

Last but not least, take a look at the entrance exams. Although the news and
general knowledge tests seem rather doable, when you are given a topic and sent
out in the wild for 24 hours to do your
own report, and write a whole article,
your dream might appear to be quite out
of reach.
There is still hope for the Woodwards and
Bernsteins out there. A few newspapers
in France realized that there were many
young folks eager to learn about journalism in spite of the possible hardships.
The national newspaper L’Humanité
has been running “Libre Échange” for
several years – a program helping budding journalists win their spurs. First, the
newspaper dedicates a website to weekly
publications by anyone who is willing to
write. Secondly, once a year, the editorial
staff of L’Humanité opens their offices
to about 70 young people on a Saturday
morning. By the end of the weekend, they
have to have made the complete Monday
issue, with the help and advice of professionals. Following L’Humanité’s footsteps
Le Monde launched its own program in
2011, “Le Monde Académie”, allowing 68
selected participants to beneficiate from
the experience and the advice of professional journalists, take part in workshops,
and write on their own Le Monde blog.
The participants are encouraged to bring
new and fresh ideas to the newspaper, and
might even have the chance to publish
their own articles in one of the national
newspaper issues.

In 2012, I applied to Le Monde Academie
after a three-week trip to India. I sent six
pictures from my trip along with an article
with my application. I didn’t believe in it
much, after all it was “Le Monde” (ed.
note: not The Mariner), but I soon received
an email saying I had been selected. And
off I was for nine months of incredible
experiences. I discovered the real world of
journalism, taking part in editorial conferences and workshops, with professionals
sharing advice and techniques, and even
guest stars like Vivienne Walt, foreign
correspondent in Paris for Time Magazine.
Most importantly, my new acquaintances
at Le Monde helped me find an internship at a local newspaper. Network is
extremely important in journalism, and
getting a first step into the job with the
help of a national daily newspaper is pretty
profitable. A minimal experience is also
required to enter any journalism school,
and such programs are the perfect plus to
your resume.

When sending out my application, I was
not that confident, not confident at all. But
journalism is about daring, going beyond
what you think you’re able to do. So don’t
give up on your dreams, don’t let that 5%
scare you. Dare it, and do it.

Picture : PPDA, early years. “To the Batmobile!”

Le Monde Académie :

It is launched every year at the beginning of the summer. The dates for 2014
are not out yet, but you can already
have a look at what the 2013 promotion is doing there:
www.lemonde.fr/
monde-academie-2013-2014/

Anyone from 18 to 25 can apply, no
diploma required. Candidates must submit two projects, (photographs, writings,
comics, videos) along with a one-minute
video explaining their motivation.

And if Le Monde says no?
There is always The Mariner.
You really can’t be that bad.
Feel like writing for us?
Send us an email:
the.mariner.news@gmail.com

Libres Échanges l’Humanité:
Googling is an important skill for
reporters. Try this:
http://www.libresechanges.fr/
You just have to register then send
submit your articles. You might take
part in the creation of a special page
that is published every Thursday.

Competition

What should we do with
our old Mariners?
Tell us & win a Mariner T-shirt!
Full-body fetish suit made
of newspapers? You’re talking our language! (Btw, we
just discovered something
called Zentai. Google it)

Judging Criteria:
1. Your idea makes us laugh. Or, just
maybe, think. We are open to actual intelligent ideas, we guess.
2. It is actually realistic. We want to put
your idea into effect and will even spend
some money on the right idea. But “Send
Boat made out of the Mariners to Mars in a space shuttle”
old Mariners?
just isn’t happening unless the FSDIE
Aye-aye, sailor!
gives us a way bigger budget.
3. You can help us. If you indicate that you
want to help us carry out your idea, that’s
a bonus. We’ll buy the beer.

After 20 issues, we’ve now got
about 700 left over old copies
of the paper just sitting around
the Mariner offices, where we
occasionally use a copy to soak
up some spilled beer or wipe off
Dave’s chin.
So what do we do with them?
Our Idea: send them all to a university English department in Haiti.
Surprise!

What’s your idea?

4. It uses lots of newspapers. Remember,
we want to get rid of hundreds of old
copies.

Email us at:
the.mariner.news@gmail.com and
5. NO RULES...we will break the above
let us know.
rules for the right idea. In a heartbeat.
Put Old Mariner Competition
as the subject.
Prizes: We have a lot of T-Shirts, and we’re
If we like your idea, we’ll give you feeling generous. So go ahead and enter.
a Mariner T-shirt! And we’ll try to If your idea is even half way funny, you
actually do whatever crazy thing have a good shot. Armando, you can’t
enter.
you think of.

Mirail or Syria? Competition Winners...Finally
The Answers

Nobody probably cares anymore,
but, the answers to the Mirail
or Syria competition are:

Winner Emmanuelle, The prize...the official
L1 LLCE English
Mariner T-Shirt.
(above) knows
Rarer than a Sarin gas
her Arche from
attack! The design was
her al-Assad!
chosen by our readers.
emember back in October, we had from over 12,000 entries from around
our “Mirail or Syria” competithe world. We’re nice like that.
tion? Nope? Neither do we.
Congratulations, Cécilia, Emmanuelle
We finally got around to naming the
(L1 LLCE English) and Léna! You are
winners, and they’d forgotten too.
officially champions of distinguishing the
Mirail campus from the smoking rubble
We said there would be 2 winners, but in
of Hama and Homs. It wasn’t easy.
the end we chose the 3 winning answers
Léna is one of 3 lucky
duckies who doesn’t mix
up LEA with ANF.

R

Cécilia, L1
Psychology,
rules the
universe

A

B

C

D

E

F

We’ll put the full-size photos on
Facebook so you can see.

Everything You Need To Know
About The Ukrainian Crisis

T

he massive protests that have rocked
Ukraine in recent months were
sparked by the the government’s
refusal to sign the Association agreement
with the European Union. By now, however, the crisis no longer has anything to
do with the agreement.

(always anti-soviet/-Russian and eager to
preserve their national identity) consider
the Eastern regions poorly cultivated and
de mauvais esprit. As for the Easterners,
well, in spite of various proclamations
that these regions make, by and large,
they don’t have any convictions coherent
enough to constitute an alternative vision
And while the economic situation in of the national identity. In other words, it’s
Ukraine is far from being prosperous,
an amorphous body that will
that contributes only partially
stick to whatever Kiev says
to the uprising.
is true.
In reality it is a social crisis,
Somebody said that the histhe foundations of which were
tory of humanity is a crime
laid under Soviet rule. Over the
against humanity, but even
course of 60+ years the Soviet
in this light the history of
Union (whose self-proclaimed
Ukraine, especially in the
heir is Russia) did it’s best to
20th century, is particularly
uproot Ukrainian culture,
tragic. For example, after the
destroy the language and
Second World War when the
dilute our national identity.
UN was formed, the Soviet
Fortunately, they failed. But
Union got three votes inthe damage was considerable.
stead of one. Why? Because
Culturally, Ukraine is not homogeneous, Ukraine and Belarus were so badly hit by
but don’t think that this heterogeneity is of the war (not to mention the Genocide of
the French ilk, with party animals in the 1932 when at least 2 million Ukrainian
South and “Ch’tis” in the North. It’s all people starved to death) that they got two
about fundamental differences in political extra votes.
vision and convictions between the East The atrocities committed in these lands
and the West of the country.
were horrible, but the worst is that this
Western Ukraine has always been subject resulted in a cultural vacuum which, in
to very strong European influence. The turn, engendered a cohort of Putin-like
Eastern Ukrainian mentality, on the other hard liners who don’t care about their
hand, has long been shaped by Russia, own country and pursue only their own
first under the Czar who used the region interests. Many top civil servants have
as a staging post from which to battle the become filthy rich by stealing from their
Turks, and later under the Soviet Union, own people, then left the country to conwhich developed local industry but didn’t tinue living it up in EU. Austria especially
which has adopted very strict entry rules
pay much heed to the culture.
for Ukrainian students, but is always ready
For this reason, these days Western regions

It’s about
fundamental
differences
between the
East and the
West of the
country.

to receive another economic criminal such
as the former Ukrainian prime minister.

This cultural breakdown has resulted in
what Ukrainians refer to as “social hell.”
After the fall of the Soviet Union, the old
social code rapidly proved to be obsolete
and out of date, but at the same time
no new social code was elaborated. For
instance, one of my school teachers, who
was born circa 1932, was an admirer of
Stalin. When some people still believe in
the values of a violent tyrant died more
than half a century ago, in many cases any
social interaction will prove to be fiendishly difficult.
Those who have taken to the streets - both
rich and poor, white and blue collar,
educated or not, young and old - are
fighting for the “new way of life,” for a welldeveloped and understandable culture, for
simple and joyful values. Most of them are
very far beyond Soviet style witch-hunting
and the constant search for new enemies.
They want a country “by the people,
for the people” instead of a hypocritical
Soviet-style government that denies them
the basic principles of human existence.
The new generation can go abroad much
more easily and they want to break with
the unnatural values imposed during the
Soviet period which are no longer viable
in contemporary Ukraine. Two months is
not enough for that, but the process is set
in motion and it’s a good omen.
This opinion piece was written by a
Mirail student from Ukraine, who
prefers to remain anonymous.

Armando’s Feel-Good Moment: How to win a conversation

I

don’t know if
you
are
aware of it,
but we are at
war. Every day
we have to fight
to survive in
this dog-eatdog world. It
happens all the
time: you say
something to a
person and the
person replies. And so it goes, back and
forth. Sometimes the exchange is rather
short, sometimes it takes ages. Some people
call it a conversation, I call it a battle and
I make sure that every day I win every
round of combat. Here are some of tactics
for opening a can of whoop-ass on your
everyday foes. Most of them are inspired
by the wisdom of Chinese military general,
strategist and philosopher Sun Tzu. The
rest I learned on the street.

2

ENEMY: We need
to talk.

YOU: Bring it to me
my friend. Like I
always say, God
made us with one
mouth but two
ears. I’m all ears.
ENEMY: You won’t
believe all the shit
I’m going through
- my girlfriend just
dumped me and I
was living at her
place, so I need a
place to crash.
YOU: I don’t know
what to say.

How to dissect friends and influence people.
ENEMY: Wait, there
is more: she told me
me that you really weren’t sure of
that she had a lot of hazardous, frivolous, yourself back then, to say the least.
1
wide-open sex with an exotic artistic
circle at the former Moroccan Embassy. ENEMY: I might have over-reacted.
ENEMY: How are you?
YOU: You called me in the middle of
YOU: Fine, thanks for asking. And you? YOU: This is not pleasant to hear.
the night because you thought you
ENEMY: She asked me to get tested
ENEMY: Well, I feel great, just great.
failed your Spanish exam miserably.
because I might have…
YOU: Well, good for you.
ENEMY: I know...silly me! I got a
YOU: Yeah...I got to go. I’ve got a train mention bien for that.
ENEMY: I don’t know... maybe it’s this to catch.
warm winter or the good news
YOU: You should be proud. You know,
Maneuvering method:
that seems to never stop pilthat LEA diploma will really
The bat signal alert.
ing up on my front steps.
open a lot of doors for you.
3
YOU: Isn’t that swell?
Maneuvering method: The sneaky
sarcastic slap on the back of the head.
ENEMY:
Hello.
ENEMY: And I have my summer job
already sorted out! I have this mission
Now, let this ancient knowledge soak into
YOU: Hello.
in Brazil, in São Paulo. I’ll get a small
your bones and be prepared to rumble,
ENEMY: Did you get all
salary but all my expenses such as
grasshopper. Prepare to duel at every
your grades back?
my plane fare, food and accommodamoment of the day. In the morning with
tion are covered by the program.
your significant other, with your teachers
YOU: Yep, but it’s not good. I need to
throughout the day, on the metro on your
YOU: Hmm, São Paulo, isn’t it like the rock that next semester. You know
way home, in the bars in the evenings
the MEEF curriculum is pretty
world capital of kidnapping? Isn’t
and with yourself in your dreams. Don’t
intense.
What
about
you?
that where they cut off your ear
forget, every conversation is a fight and
and mail it to your family?
ENEMY: Well, it went fine.
you’re going to win it.
Maneuvering method: The InternaYOU: Oh, I’m surprised since you told
tional awareness of shit-your-pants facts.

Alev’s Million Dollar Advice:

If thou wanteth to improveth thine English,thou shouldst goeth to
the conv’rsation night!
If you want to improve your English, you
should go to the conversation night! It’s
every two weeks, either on a Tuesday or
on a Wednesday. You can become British
for a night † by having a pint while talking
or trying to talk (depending on how much
you have drunk), this beautiful language
with our dear lecteurs. Besides, you will
meet a lot of people - not only native
speakers.

†
Ed. Note: Or truly become British: Girls, pass out drunk
in street and get hospitalized for hypothermia. Guys,
commit a knife crime.

By Alev

What I gathered from the time I spent Now go and
there is that:
check
how
right I am!
Apparently, Australians aren’t all surfers!
As my dear
Apparently, Irish don’t all celebrate St William said
Patrick’s day!
once: ‘Listen
to
many,
Apparently, Derby is a beautiful city!
speak to few’.
Apparently, the bartender won’t give you But, in this
a
glass
of
water! case
thou
Apparently, none of the lecteurs is shall speak to
Scottish!
many!

Join Mirail University
English Lecteurs
on Facebook to get
the latest news

*If you are wondering, “Is that Armando’s booty?” The
answer is, “Yes, that’s Armando’s booty. Why do you ask?”

